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Exquisitor is a scalable media exploration system based on inter-
active learning. To satisfy a user’s information need, the system
asks the user for feedback on media items and uses that feedback to
interactively construct a classifier, that is in turn used to identify the
next potentially relevant set of media items. To facilitate effective
exploration of a collection, the system offers filters to narrow the
scope of exploration, search functionality for finding good exam-
ples for the classifier, and support for timeline browsing of videos
or image sequences. For this year’s Lifelog Search Challenge, we
have enhanced Exquisitor to better support tasks with a temporal
component, by adding features that allow the user to build multiple
classifiers and merge the classifier results, using both traditional
set operators and advanced temporal operators.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Exquisitor is a highly scalable interactive learning system for gen-
eral multimedia analytics applications [4]. At its core, it is a user
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relevance feedback system where the user provides positive or neg-
ative feedback on a set of images, which is used to build or update
its classifier, that in turn is used to select new suggestions for the
user to give feedback on. This iterative process continues as long
as the user deems necessary. Aside from this relevance feedback
loop, Exquisitor also provides users with metadata filters to narrow
the scope of exploration, a keyword search feature to more quickly
find positive items for its classifier, and a timeline to explore videos
or sequences of images [6]. Exquisitor’s scalability for interactive
learning has been proven capable of achieving sub-second latency
for collections with 100M images [3].
The Lifelog Search Challenge (LSC) is an annual interactive
event, now in its fourth year, where multiple multimedia retrieval
systems and their users compete in solving search-related tasks
for a multimodal lifelog dataset. A task in LSC is formulated with
a textual description of the information need, which is revealed
gradually over a time period of a fewminutes, with each step adding
or clarifying details. For each task there is a relevant set of one or
more images and the objective for participants is to find one image
within that set. This measure of providing information gradually
reflects a user recalling an event from memory, where over time
more details about and around the event become clearer. Once the
user finds one image of the desired event the rest can surely be
found through that. Participants’ scores are determined mostly by
how fast they can solve tasks, but they are also penalized if they
submit incorrect images, so there is an incentive to be both fast
and correct. LSC 2021 uses a collection with roughly 183K images
and corresponding metadata for four month-long periods from a
lifelog [2].
Exquisitor participated in both LSC 2019 [5] and LSC 2020 [6],
where it ranked 6th out of 9 and 6th out of 14 teams respectively.
The main positive lesson from LSC 2020 was that the features
implemented to augment the relevance feedback process to train an
interactive classifier, such as searching for positive examples and
navigating the temporal structure of the lifelog collection, work
well for solving most tasks. While Exquisitor was the only team
able to solve all tasks with a temporal component in LSC 2020,
the systems that can specify temporal relations between multiple
queries, generally solved these tasks faster. We therefore believe
that the time to solve temporal tasks can be significantly improved.
In this paper, we therefore describe new features that allow
specifying temporal relations between the results of classifiers.
Figure 1: Exquisitor’s interactive learning interface, after several feedback rounds. Previously selected positive examples are
shown in the green container on the left and negative examples in the red container on the right. The middle section shows
36 suggestions based on the current classifier, which was built using the positive and negative examples. By hovering over a
thumbnail (see themiddle thumbnail), users can select the image/video clip as a positive or negative example (bottom left/right
corners), remove it from consideration (upper right corner) or submit the thumbnail as a solution to the competition task
(upper left corner). The bars above the suggested images are for applying filters on metadata. The search icon button above
the filters opens keyword-search tabs that can be used to find examples.
The user can start multiple relevance feedback processes to train
classifiers for specific concepts. These can be merged together with
temporal constraints to define a temporal relation between them.
Using an example task, we demonstrate that this can lead to faster
completion of some tasks with a temporal relationship.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly outlines the Exquisitor system and features from LSC 2020,
while Section 3 presents the changes made to Exquisitor for LSC
2021. We conclude the paper in Section 4.
2 EXQUISITOR
Exquisitor is a state-of-the-art large-scale multimodal interactive
learning system, that works with an efficient compressed data rep-
resentation of semantic multimodal features, a fast interactive clas-
sifier and a scalable high-dimensional index [4]. The semantic fea-
tures are compressed using amethod [9] that achieves over 99% com-
pression rate whilst preserving the top semantic features’ informa-
tion from the original data. The interactive classifier is a linear SVM,
with an unparalleled interactive learning performance in terms of
explainability and scalability [4, 7–9]. The high-dimensional index
of Exquisitor is based on the extended Cluster Pruning (eCP) algo-
rithm [1] which prioritizes latency over precision by attempting to
form similar size clusters.
Figure 1 shows the interface used for relevance feedback in
Exquisitor. The relevance feedback process starts by the user pro-
viding positive or negative feedback to an arbitrary suggestion set.
Once an item is deemed positive or negative, the classifier is trained
and used to retrieve new suggestions. To retrieve suggestions, the 𝑏
clusters most likely to contain candidates are selected using the in-
dex. These clusters are then divided into 𝑠 segments, each of which
is processed to return 𝑘 suggestions. If multiple modalities are used,
rank aggregation is used at this stage to combine them. From the
combined 𝑠𝑘 suggestions from the segments, the top 𝑘 suggestions
overall are selected and presented to the user for another round of
feedback. This process continues until the user is satisfied.
Aside from Exquisitor’s core component of relevance feedback,
the system also provides the following features to support the
learning process:
Metadata Filters The system is augmented with filters on
metadata to delimit the scope of the exploration. For the
Figure 2: The merge view for two classifiers. Where the first classifier aims to find footpaths and the second to find parking
lots. The merge view intersects the two classifiers suggestion sets. The light-blue highlighted images are suggestions from
both classifiers while the yellow are from classifier 1 and blue from classifier 2.
LSC collection, filters are included on location, activities,
hours of the day, days of the week, and the year. Filters are
applied to media items before selecting the top 𝑘 items from
each segment.
Keyword Search A common problem in interactive learning
is finding the first positive examples to start training the
classifier. We observed this clearly in LSC 2019, where the
arbitrary starting points often resulted in many rounds of
providing negatives only. By providing search functionality
in LSC 2020, better positive examples could be found, leading
to faster training and a shorter relevance feedback process.
Timeline Explorer Exquisitor supports a timeline browser
adapted for LSC to explore days. Indeed, several tasks in each
LSC competition describe multiple events happening around
the main event that is desired, where timeline browsing is
useful. Additionally Exquisitor has been equipped with an
exclusion filter, which can be set on days that have been
fully explored and deemed not to be relevant, and can thus
be prevented from appearing again in the results.
Furthermore, there are many other less significant features, such as
the possibility to review and re-evaluate the positive and negative
examples, scroll through a historical view of already seen items,
and obtain a random set of items for the next interaction round.
3 NEW FEATURES FOR LSC 2021
In some cases, creating a single classifier to satisfy an information
need is difficult. When multiple different semantic concepts are
desired, for example, one concept may dominate another in the
collection, making it hard to balance the positive examples. And
where those concepts relate to multiple separate events in a lifelog
that occurred in sequence, building a single classifier to return all
the events may be impossible. In this section we therefore describe
two new features that have been added to the Exquisitor system
for LSC 2021 to address such tasks.
Multiple Classifiers This feature enables Exquisitor to spawn
any number of classifiers that allows Exquisitor to train for
specific concepts. The suggestions from two classifiers can be
merged through a merge view with a relationship operator
𝑜𝑝 , where 𝑜𝑝 ∈ {∩,∪, \,−¤ }. The results are ranked with
the average score from the accumulated rank of the items
from each classifier and the total number of scenes/images.
They are displayed in an augmented timeline view which
highlights items from each classifier present in the same
video or sequence of images with set time intervals such as
days.
Temporal Constraints When merging two classifiers addi-
tional options are available for applying temporal constraints.
These constraints emphasize whether the result sets should
prioritize items based on the order of classifiers, as in a clas-
sifier 2 item exists after a classifier 1 item within a given
interval, or irregardless of order within a given time interval.
As an example of the use of these features, consider task "LSC27"
from LSC 2019, which stated: “Walking on a green footpath, to my
car. I remember I had come off a flight and it was around lunch-time.
I got into my car and drove to have a meal. No, I drove to work
where I had lunch.” Footpaths and parking lots are in abundance in
the LSC collection, but they do not appear together in any image,
and the combination of the two in short sequence is very rare, if
not unique.
Figure 2 illustrates how the new functionality can be used to
solve the task. After training two classifiers, one for identifying
footpaths and one for identifying parking lots, the figure shows
the merging view for those two classifiers. This view shows the
three most relevant images per day and highlights them based on
whether they were in the result of classifier 1 (yellow), classifier
2 (blue), or both (light-blue). For this example query the relevant
item was discovered among the suggestions of classifier 2 after an
item from the merge view was set as positive for that classifier.
4 CONCLUSION
Exquisitor is a state-of-the-art large-scale interactive learning sys-
tem which has participated in the two previous editions of the
Lifelog Search Challenge. For this year’s LSC we have added a
feature to merge results of multiple classifiers, possibly with tem-
poral constraints, to better identify complex events with temporal
components.
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